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◈ This paper pinpointed drawbacks that hinder the performance of state-of-the-art MAPG 

algorithms:

on-policy learning of stochastic policy gradient methods

the centralized-decentralized mismatch problem

the credit assignment issue in deterministic policy learning

 They proposed decomposed actor-critic methods (DOP) to address these problems

Key points
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◈ There is a significant performance discrepancy between MAPG methods and state-of-the-art 

multi-agent value-based approaches

◈ They investigate causes that hinder the performance of MAPG algorithms

◈ They present a multi-agent decomposed policy gradient method (DOP)

 introduces the idea of value function decomposition into the multi-agent actor-critic framework

 supports efficient off-policy learning and addresses the issue of centralized-decentralized 

mismatch and credit assignment in both discrete and continuous action spaces

ABSTRACT
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◈ Three major issues that hinder the performance of MAPG methods

1) Current stochastic MAPG methods do not support off-policy learning, partly because using 

common off-policy learning techniques is computationally expensive in multi-agent settings

2) In the CCDA paradigm, the suboptimality of one agent’s policy can propagate through the 

centralized joint critic and negatively affect policy learning of other agents, causing catastrophic 

miscoordination, which we call centralized-decentralized mismatch (CDM)

3) For deterministic MAPG methods, realizing efficient credit assignment with a single global reward 

signal largely remains challenging

 CCDA: Centralized Critic with Decentralized Actors

INTRODUCTION
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◈ These problems can be addressed by

 introducing the idea of value decomposition into the multi-agent actor-critic framework

 learning a centralized but factorized critic

◈ This framework decomposes the centralized critic as a weighted linear summation of 

individual critics that condition on local actions

◈ In this way, a decomposed critic achieves a great bias-variance trade-off

INTRODUCTION
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◈ MADDPG

◈ COMA

where

BACKGROUND
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◈ The Centralized-Decentralized Mismatch (CDM) Issue

When ,

will decrease

 This becomes problematic because a negative feedback loop is created, in which the joint critic is 

affected by the suboptimality of agent 𝑖, which disturbs policy updates of other agents

ANALYSIS
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◈ MADDPG → deterministic policy gradient

 This enables efficient off-policy learning in continuous action spaces

 They leave the issue of credit assignment largely untouched in fully cooperative settings, where 

agents learn policies from a single global reward signal

◈ COMA → stochastic policy gradient

 This assign credits by designing a counterfactual baseline

 However, it is not straightforward to extend COMA to deterministic policies, since the output of 

polices is no longer a probability distribution

 As a result, it remains challenging to realize efficient credit assignment in deterministic cases

ANALYSIS
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◈ They factor the centralized critic as a weighted 

summation of individual critics across agents:

 𝜙, 𝜙𝑖 are parameters of the global and local Q functions, 

respectively

 𝑘𝑖 ≥ 0 and 𝑏 are generated by learnable networks

The idea of value decomposition
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◈ They propose to mix off-policy tree backup updates with on-policy TD(𝝀) updates to trade off 

sample efficiency and training efficiency

Stochastic DOP: Critic (Policy Evaluation)
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◈ Using the linearly decomposed critic architecture, we can derive the following on-policy policy 

gradients for learning stochastic policies:

◈ This update rule reveals two important insights

1) With a linearly decomposed critic, each agent’s policy update only depends on the individual critic 𝑸𝒊
𝝓𝒊

2) Learning the decomposed critic implicitly realizes multi-agent credit assignment, because the individual critic 

provides credit information for each agent to improve its policy in the direction of increasing the global 

expected return

Stochastic DOP: Actors (Policy Improvement)
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◈ TD loss for Critic (Policy Evaluation)

◈ Deterministic DOP policy gradients for Actors (Policy Improvement)

Deterministic DOP
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◈ Stochastic DOP

 An off-policy replay buffer storing the latest 5000 episodes

 An on-policy buffer with a size of 32

 Critic: Mixed batches consisting of 32 episodes sampled from the off-policy replay buffer and 16 

episodes sampled from the on-policy buffer are used to train the critic

 Actors: 16 episodes from the on-policy buffer each time

 The framework is trained on fully unrolled episodes

◈ Deterministic DOP

 An off-policy replay buffer storing the latest 10,000 transitions, from which 1250 transitions are 

sampled each time to train the critic and actors

Replay Buffer
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◈ They design experiments to answer the following questions:

1) Does the CDM issue commonly exist and can decomposed critics attenuate it?

2) Can our decomposed multi-agent tree backup algorithm improve the efficiency of off-policy 

learning?

3) Can deterministic DOP learn reasonable credit assignment?

4) Can DOP outperform state-of-the-art MARL algorithms?

EXPERIMENTS
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◈ In a state-less game with 3 agents and 14 actions, if agents take action 1, 5, 9, respectively, 

they get a team reward of 10; otherwise -10

 DOP sacrifices value estimation accuracy for accurate and low-variance policy gradients, which 

explains why it can outperform other algorithms

EXPERIMENTS: Didactic Example
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EXPERIMENTS: SMAC (Discrete Action Spaces)
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◈ Off-Policy Learning

 𝜅 controls the "off-policyness" of training

 They highlight the importance of using off-policy data

 Moreover, purely off-policy learning generally needs more samples to achieve similar performance to DOP

 Mixing with on-policy data can largely improve training efficiency

EXPERIMENTS: ablations on the SMAC
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◈ The CDM Issue

 The only difference between On-Policy DOP and COMA is that the former one uses a decomposed joint critic

 Therefore, given that a COMA critic has a more powerful expression capacity than a DOP critic, the 
outperformance of On-Policy DOP against COMA shows the effect of CDM

EXPERIMENTS: ablations on the SMAC
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◈ Aggregation

 5 agents navigate to one landmark

 Only when all agents reach the landmark will they get a team reward of 10 and successfully end the episode; 
otherwise, an episode ends after 25 time steps and agents get a reward of -10

◈ Mill

 10 agents need to rotate a millstone clockwise

 They can push the millstone clockwise or counterclockwise with force between 0 and 1

 If the millstone’s angular velocity, 𝜔, gets greater than 30, agents are rewarded 3 per step

 If 𝜔 exceeds 100 in 10 steps, the agents win the episode and get a reward of 10; otherwise, they lose and get a 
punishment of -10

EXPERIMENTS: Multi-Agent Particle Env. (Continuous)
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